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In the previous papers [6] and [7], we gave several rings generalized from
Nakayama rings. We shall study the same problem, in this note, following
those methods.

In the first two sections, we shall consider some right artinian rings with
properties (*, 1) and (*, 2), respectively (see §1), and we shall give the com-
plete types of US-4 algebras with J3=0 over an algebraically closed field in the
third section. In the final section, we shall give a structure of US-4 algebras
with (*, 1).

1. (*, 1). In this paper, we shall study a right artinian ring R with iden-
tity, and every i?-module is assumed a unitary right i?-module. We denote
the Jacobson radical and the socle of an i2-module M by ]{M) and Soc(M),
respectively. Occasionally, we write J=](R). \M\ means the length of a
composition series of M.

We have studied the following condition in [5]:

(*, n) Every maximal submodule of a direct sum of any n hollow modules is

also a direct sum of hollow modules.

In [7] we have given characterizations of a right artinian ring with (*, 3).
We shall study, in this section, a right artinian ring R with (*, 1). If R satis-
fies (*, 1), eJ=AιφA2φ'"®An for each primitive idempotent e, where the A{

are hollow. Since A{ is hollow, ](Ai) is a unique maximal submodule of A{

ni

and ]{Aι)= Σ ®Aik where the Aik are hollow. Hence we obtain the diagram

(see [4] for the meaning of the diagram).

*) Some parts of § § 3 and 4 were prepared in Panjab University, when the author visited the
above university under the exchange program between INSA in India and JSPS in Japan
in 1985. The author would like to express his hearty thanks for the kind hospitality of Pan-
jab University.
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and ej* is a direct sum of hollow modules. Let M be a hollow module. Then
M^eR/A for some primitive idempotent *» and some right ideal 4̂ in eR. If
i? satisfies (*, 1), ](M)^eJjA is a direct sum of hollow modules. Hence we
have the following proposition:

Proposition 1. R satisfies (*, 1) if and only if eJIA is a direct sum of hollow
modules for any primitive idempotent e and any right ideal A in ej.

Following Proposition 1, we may study conditions under which eJjA
is a direct sum of hollow modules. Assume that an JR-module D is a direct
sum of two sαbmodules Eλ and E2y i.e., D=E1®E2. Let τrf : D^Ei be the
projection. For any submodule B of D we put Bω = πi(B) and B(i)=Bf]Ei

0=1,2).
The following lemma is well known:

Lemma 2. B^IBω^B^/Bω and B= {(e1+Bω)+{f(eι)+Bω) \

By 5 ( 1 ) (/)S ( 2 ) we denote the B in Lemma 2. If £(2) = 0, 5 ( 1 ) (/)J5(2) is
nothing but the graph of Ba) with respect t o / ' : Ba)IBω->B(2) and we denote
it by B(1\f). We call 5 a standard submodule of D provided B=Bω®B(2).

Lemma 3. Assume that D=A(BC, where C is semi-simple. Let B be a
submodule of D. Then DjB^AIBr®C\ where Br is a submodule of A and C"
is st mi-simple.

Proof. {D=)DI(Bω®B{2))^AIBω®CIB{2). Since C is semi-simple,
C=Cι@B(Λ). Hence D = AIBω®C1^BI(Bω®B(2)) ( = 5 ) . Put C^C2®
BV/B(2h Since/: B^IB(2)^B^/B(lh B=B^/B(2) (/). Therefore D=A/Bω®
BφC2y and so

REMARK. In order to study (*, 1), it is sufficient from Lemma 3 that we

find a direct decomposition of A\B' whose direct summands are hollow, when

D=eJ.

Theorem 4. Let R be a right artinian ring. Then R satisfies (*, 1) for
any hollow module if and only if the following two conditions are fulfiled:
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1) ej~ Σ @Λiy where e is any primitive idempotent in R and the A{ are
hollow,

2) Let Ci'DΏi be two submodules of Ax such that C^Di is simple. If
f: Ci/Di^Cj/Dj for iΦj, f or f~ι is extendible to an element in HomR{AilDh

Ά or HomR(AjlDjΊ A7A)

n

Proof. Assume that (*, 1) is satisfied. Then ej= Σ θ ^ ί a s 1) by as-
ί = l

sumption. Assume/: CΊ/A^CVA We shall consider eJ/C^f) C2, and hence
we may assume that A = A = ° and d , C2 are simple. Put C=CΊ(—/)θ Σ θ

Aj and consider eJIC^(A1®A2)ICι(f) C2. Then eJ/C= Σ Θ A by assump-
ί = l

tion, where the Z), are hollow. We obtain the following exact sequence:

o-^-/)-*ΛΘΛ-* Aθ θ A-*o
We may assume that C, =M, for ί = l , 2. Then C c J ^ θ Λ ) , and so t=2.
Let pi'. eJjC-^Di be the projection. We may assume that Ax and A2 are sub-
modules of eJ/C. Since D t is hollow and Ai(tJ(eJIC), Df =P»(^i) o r M Λ )
and pι(Ai)=D1 or p2(Ai)=D2 for i = l , 2. Assume that I ^ I ^ I Λ I We
note that |ς//C| = IΛI + IΛI —1 We shall show that Pi\As is an isomor-
phism for some i and j . Contrarily assume that no-one of ρέ \ Aj is an iso-
morphism. Now we have the following two cases from the remark above:

2) Pl(A2)Φ A, Pi(Λ)=A and p2{A2)=D2 (cf. [8], Lemma 2.1).
1) Since p x |A 2 is not an isomorphism, \D1\*ζ\A2\—l. If p2(^2)=A>
IAKIΛI—1> and hence |AI + I A K I A I + IΛI—2, a contradiction.
Hence p2(A2)ΦD2, and so p2(A^—D2. Since /o2l^i is n o t an isomorphism,
I Z>21 < I -4i 1 — 1, which is again a contradiction.
2) Since p1(A1)=Dly ρ2(A2)=D2y we have a contradiction as above. Hence
some Pi\Aj is an isomorphism. If so is px\Aly eJjC=Aι®D2. T h e n / " 1 is
extendible to g\A2, where g: eJ/C-*Al is the projection (cf, [2], p. 771). We
obtain a similar result for the remainder. Conversely, let S be any simple

submodule of ej= Σ ®Λ{. We shall show that eJIS= Σ θ ^ ί such that
» = 1 ί = l

{Bi}T-i fulfils the same condition as {^4iH=i. We may assume that S is of the
form {?i+/2(si)H h/ifai) U i e S ° φ 4 i ) and/ieHomj^Soc^x), Soc(-4f))}. From
the assumption, there exists^) (<^) such that/^/^1 is extendible to an element
gk in HomΛ(i4,, ^ ) for all k «i). Put i4 i={f t («)+-+^-i(e)+f l+^+i(«)+
-+gi(a)\a(ΞAp} (cf. [1], p. 787). Then eJ=A1® — ®Ap-1®A'pΘAp+ιθ ®
An and 4̂̂ ?5sί̂ 4̂ Z)*S. Hence eJ/S has the desired direct decomposition. Let B
be any submodule of ej. Take a simple submodule JŜ  in B. Then B/S1 is a
submodule of eJ/S1 which has the same direct decomposition as ej. Iterating
this procedure, we know that eJjB is a direct sum of hollow modules.
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REMARK. We assume in 1) of Theorem 4 that all A{ are uniserial. Then,
since -4f /Z>, is uniform, we can show easily and similarly to the proof of Theo-
rem 4 that either Aλ or A2 is a direct summand of eJjC without |C, / A I = 1
Hence if 2) of Theorem 4 is satisfied, we have the same without \CiIDi\=lf

provided all A{ are uniserial.
»Ce)

Corollary 5. Assume that ej= Σ Θ-4, for each e3 where the A{ are hol-
ι = l

low. Further assume that any sub-factor module of A{ is not isomorphic to any

one of A j for any pair i, j (z'Φj, iij—\) 2, •••, n(e)) and for any e, then R satisfies

Proposition 6. IfJ2=0, R satisfies (*, 2) and hence (*, 1).

Proof. This is clear from [4], Proposition 3.

EXAMPLE.

R =

1

0

\

K
K

0

K
K
K

K
K
0
K

K

K
0
0

K

K
K
0

K

0

K
0
K

\

I
Put A=(0, K, K, K, 0, 0, 0) and B=(0, 0, 0, 0, K, K, K). Then eJ=A®B.
Any subfactor module of A is not isomorphic to any one of B. Hence R satis-
fies (*, 1) from Corollary 5, but R does not satisfy (*, 3) and R is not US-3
by [3], Theorem 1 and [5], Lemma 1, since ](A) is a direct sum of two simple
modules. Further we know from Theorem 18 in §4 that R does not satisfy
(*> 2).

2. (*, 2). We have shown in Proposition 6 that if / 2 = 0 , R satisfies (*, 2).
In this section, we shall give a relationship between rings with (*, 2) and ones
with (*, 3).

If R is an algebra over an algebraically closed field K^ then eReleJe=KQe.
Hence R satisfies

CONDITION IF' [4]. eRe/eJe=eK' for each primitive idempotent e} where
K' is a field contained in the center of R.

In this case every unit element x in eRe is of the form

ek+j, (2)

where k^Kr Άnά j^eje. Further K'=A(A) for any right ideal A in ej (see
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We always assume in this section that R satisfies Condition Π". If R
satisfies further (*, 3), then

e.J^A1®Bι such that A1IJ(A1)^B1IJ(Bι), (3)

where Aly Bλ are hollow from [3], Proposition 26 and [4], Theorem 1. Next
assume that R satisfies (*, 2) and the above condition (3) for each e. Then
every proof given in [4], Lemmas 3-—18 is valid under (3). Hence eR has the
structure given in [4], Theorem 1. Therefore R satisfies (*, ή) for any n from
[7], Theorems 2 and 3. Thus we obtain

Theorem 7. Let R be an algebra over a field K with condition II". Then
the following conditions are equivalent:

1) R satisfies (*, 2) and (3).
2) R satisfies (*, n) for all n.

Put

R ( K K®K\

[ o κ ) and A, = (0, K®0), Bι = (0, 0®K).

Then eJ=A1®B2, A^B^ Hence (3) is not fulfiled and R satisfies (*, 2)
but not (*, 3) from Proposition 6 and Theorem 7.

3. US-4 algebras with J 3 = 0 . We have studied US-3 rings with (*, 1)
or (*, 2) in [7], We shall observe US-4 algebras over an algebraically closed
field. We have defined in [6]

(**, n) Every maximal submodule of a direct sum D of any n hollow modules
contains a non-trivial direct summand of D.

We call a ring R {right) US-n provided that (**, n) holds for any D [6].
Let K be a field, and put

iK K K-Ks
/ o i e o o o

I -•
x 0 O K'

Then Rn is a US-m algebra, but not US-(m—1) algebra from some m from [5],
Corollaries 1 and 2 of Theorem 2.

Proposition 8. Leτ R be an algebra of finite dimension over a field. Then
the number of isomorphism classes of hollow modules is finite if and only if R is a
{right) US-n algebra for some integer n. Hence an algebra of finite representa-
tion type is a US-n algebra.

Proof. Assume that R is a US-n algebra. Let {Aly A2y •••, Am} be a set
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of i?-modules in eR such that \eRfAi\=t for all i> where t is a fixed integer.
If m>fl+l, from [5], Corollary 2 of Theorem 2 there exists a unit x in eRe
such that xAiClAj for some pair (i,j). Since | eΛ/̂ 4, | = |eRjAj |, eR/Ai^eR/Aj.
Therefore there exist at most n pairwise non-isomorphic, hollow modules eRIB
with \eR/B\=t. Accordingly, R being artinian, the number of isomorphism
classes of hollow modules is finite. Conversely, we assume that R is as above.
Let m be the number of isomorphism classes of hollow modules eRjB for a fixed
primitive idempotent e. Since [R: K]=p<°o, [Δ: A(B)]^p, where A—eRe/eJe
(see [4]). Let D be a direct sum of (p-\-l)m hollow modules eRjA^. Then
there exists some direct summand eR/Aj, which appears at least (^)+l)-times
in D. Hence a direct sum of ^-copies of eR\Aj satisfies (**, ^ + 1 ) by [5],
Corollary 1 of Theorem 2. Hence D satisfies (*#, (p+l)m) by [5], Theorem 2.
Repeating this argument for each primitive idempotent e, we know that R is a
US-n algebra for some n.

From now on, we always assume, unless otherwise stated, that R is an
algebra over a field with Condition II".

Employing the similar argument given in the proof of [6], Proposition 1,
we have

Lemma 9. If R is a US-n algebra, \e]i\e]i+ι\ </z— 1 and every inter-
mediate submodules between ej% and ejt+1 are characteristic for each primitive
idempoteni e.

The following proposition is an immediate consequence of [5], Corol-
laries 1 and 2 of Theorem 2 for any right artinian ring.

Proposition 10. Let R be a right artinian ring. Then R is a US-4 if
and only if for any set of four submodules {Ai})=\ of ejy there exists a pair (/, j)
such that Ai~Aj. Further R is the algebra mentioned in the beginning, then
there exist at most three maximal submodules in ejι and they are characteristic.

First we shall give the lattices of submodules in ej, provided that R is
a US-4 algebra which satisfies Condition II".

Assume that \efleji+1\=3 and eJileJi+1=D1®D2®D3y where the D{ are
intermediate submodules between ej* and ejt+1 such that the D, are simple.
Since every maximal sub module in ej* is characteristic by Proposition 10,
so is Di and DiO^Dj for ίΦ/. Put Cι=Dι+D2, C2=D2+D3 and C 3 =Z) 1 +A.
Then the C, are characteristic, and CiooCj for iΦj. The set {Ciy £)y}?,y=i
is the set of all intermediate submodules between ej1 and eji+1. Assume that
no one of the D{ is hollow. Let E{ be a maximal submodule of Z), not equal
to eji+1. If xEz=Ex for some x in eRe, E1=xE3(ZD1ΠD2=eJi+1. Hence
ΈkoθEk' for k^=k'y a contradiction by Proposition 10. Therefore one of the D{

is hollow. Further, since the C, and the Dj are characteristic and
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the C, contains exactly two maximal submodules Z); . Thus we obtain the
following diagram of submodules:

.A A

( 4 )

A

Γί+1

where each factor module given from connected modules is simple, (cf. [6]).
Next assume that \ejιlejt+1\=2. Consider a diagram:

B;

E

yAx Φ Aκ

F

( 5 )

Lemma 11. Bx Π F^BX Π B2 in (5).

Proof. This is clear from the fact: | B1/(B1 Π F) \ = 1 and | ̂ /(fij Π 52) I = 2.

Lemma 12. If \ F | = 1 in the above, either Bx or B2 does not exist.

Consider a diagram:

Eι Φ E2 ooΈ3

\{OO^F( ( 6 )

Similarly to Lemma 11, we have

Lemma 13. Assume that G is a waist. Then Ex and E3 are hollow.

We observe the following:

A A (°3)

H2

( 7 )
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Dx and Cί are characteristic from Proposition 10. Put Uι=DιjC[=-llι®
eji+1. We have two cases a) ff^eji+1 and b) Rx^eJi+ι (see R3 in Exam-
ple in [6]). There exists no H2 in the case a). On the other hand, there exist
many H2 in the case b). If all H2 are characteristic, we have a contradiction
from Proposition 10. Hence we may assume that Hx is not characteristic. If
eJeHidCi, Hx is characteristic by (2), and so theie exists j in eje such that
jHλ(tCί. Since Bx is simple, Hx=hK+C[ for HJ^HJczCΊ (we may as-
sume that R is basic). Let jh=hkJ

r%, where k^K and x^eji+1. Since j
is nil, £—0. Hence jh is a generator of eji+1. Let h2 be a generator of β2.
Then h2=hk1+jhk2y and so h2kj1=(kj1kι+j)h. Hence H2={k2lkx

since Cί is characteristic. Thus we obtain

Lemma 14. if ef+'jCί^HJCί, and H2 does not exist if eJi+1ICΊ*

Now we shall give all lattices of the submodules in eR for each primitive
idempotent e, provided R is a right US-4 algebra a n d / 3 = 0 (/2Φ0).

1 eR eR

eR

(Use Lemmas 12 and 14)

5' eR

ej

(Use Lemmas 11, 12, 13 and 14)

6 I eR

(Use Lemmas 12 and 14)

7 I eR

(Use Lemmas 11, 12 and 14) (Use Lemmas 11, 12 and 14).
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We shall give an example for each case. The types 1) and 2) are the cases of
US-1 and US-2. 4): e]=A1®A2, where the A{ are uniserial such that any
sub-factor module of Ax is not isomorphic to one of A2.
3): Let R be a vector space with basis {ely

 1x\ ιyfy

 λy2y

 ιyf> e2y W, e3, V , e4}.
Define eiej=Sijei and ιy2 means ex

xy2e2=
1y2

i and so on. Put y2w= xy yzz=
x and other products are zero. Then

/p 1-. 2 1 . 4

\el Vl ^2
; 3 l γ l l γ 2 1 V 3

3 * ^ ^ 3
1 3- 4 7 , 1 4 7 , 2

is a vector space. Define J Ί # 2 = 2̂> y^z^^ y2vi=χi (y3v

2=x3)j ^3^3=^3, ̂ 2^1=
xi> y2w2~xzi y2w3=zχ3 a n ( i other products are zero. Then we have the following
lattice given in the next page.

4. US-4 algebras with (*, /*), n = l , 2. We shall study, in this section,
a US-4 algebra R over an infinite field Ky which satisfies Condition I F and

Lemma 15. Let R be a US-n algebra over K as above. Assume that

ej*= Σ ®Ai with Ai hollow. Then, for any submodule Bj of Ah At\BfaA5\Rh

provided iΦj and ,4,-Φi?,-.

Proof. Assume that/: AιlBι^A2jB2 and/ΦO. We may assume \AxfBx\
= 1. We shall show that there exist no units x in eRe such that Aι(f)A2=
x(Aι{g)A2) for any ( / Φ ) ^ : A1/B1->A2IB2. Assume that there exists x as above.
Let a be a generator of Aλ and #=&-|-; as (2). Since A1(f)A2=x(A1(g)A2),

«+/(«) = (*+./) («'+*(«')+*) (8)
where a'^A2y b^Bx®B2 and/(^), ^(^') are fixed representative elements of

f(aJrA1) and g(a'~{-A1), respectively. Let 7Γ, : Σ φAj->Ai be the projection.
Then
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<yi, *2> χ3.

a = πx{a+f{a)) = ka'+^(j(a'+g(a')+b)+kb)

f(a) = ^2(^+/(α)) = ^(f l f )+

Hence, since Ax is hollow andjejjc:ejt+1

y

a = ka' and f(z) = (10)

where # is the class of a, which is a contradiction. Since K is infinite, there
exist infinitely many isomorphisms g=kf. However, R is US-?z, and hence
we obtain a contradiction from [5], Corollaries I and 2 of Theorem 2 (cf. Pro-
position 10). Therefore A1=Bί.
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Now we assume that R is a US-4 algebra with (*, 1). Then \efleji+1 | < 3
by Lemma 9, and so eJi=Ai®A2®A3 from the diagram (1), where the A{

are hollow. Assume that all A{ are non-zero. First we assume that J(̂ 4i) ΦO,
J(^42)Φ0. Then {Aly A2y A3y ](A1φA2)} gives a contradiction to Proposition
10, since every unit in eRe is of the form (2). Hence we may assume that A2

and A3 are simple. If A1 is not uniserial, there exist two submodules Bly B2

with BxoϋB2 from the fact: eJi+i=A1J
i and Lemma 9. Then {A2y A3, Bly B2}

gives a contradiction to Proposition 10. Therefore A1 is uniserial and A2y A3

are simple, i.e.,

A Λ2 A, ef

: 0 0

f
We shall show

DilDi+ι^A2 for i<n (12)

Assume contrarily that /: Z>,/Z>t+1«^42 Since eJeA2(ZeJi+1=A1J and A2 is
simple, eJeA2aSoc(eJi+1)=--Dn. Put g=kf (AΦOelQ, then fΦg. Assume
that there exists a unit x in dfo such that Di(f)=xDi(g). Using (2), we know
that Ma')+a')*ΞDΛ+DM=Di+ι (i<n), and so (a+DM)=k(a'+Di+1) and
/ ( α + D ^ ^ ^ ^ α ' + D j + ^ ^ ^ ^ + Z ) ^ ! ) , which is a contradiction. Hence Di(f)oθ
Di(g)y provided &Φ0. Since i^ is infinite, we obtain a contradiction from
Proposition 10.

Next assume

/: D.~A,. (13)

Let g be a non-zero element in HomR(A2y Dn) and assume A2(f)=xA2(g) for
some unit x in &Re. Since eJeDn=0 and eJA2dDny from (8) we have

α = Λα/ and (f-g)(a)=ja (14)

where α, α' are in A2. Now AxoθA2. Assume A2(f)~A2. Then / = / / (left
multiplication of j) by putting ^ = 0 in (14). If A2(f)o^A2y put £=Λ/ (ΛΦO, 1).
Since A2(f)ooA1 from (2), -42(#) is related to one of {̂ 4̂  4̂2> A(/)} with respect
to ~ by Proposition 10. If A2(g)~A2> f=kg=(—kj)ι by replacing / with 0
in (14). Finally assume A2(g)~A2(f) (note A2(g)oθA?). Thenf—g=(l—k)f=
jι from (14). Hence/=((!— k)~ιj)ι In any cases/ is given by a left multi-
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plication of an element in eje. Thus we obtain

Lemma 16. If R is a USA algebra with (*, 1) and \ejilejw\=3y then

eJi=Aι®A2®Az such that

1) Aλ is uniserial, and A2y A3 are simple and they are not isomorphic to

one another.

2) Di/Di+1^A2 (or A3) provided Z>,* Soc(A).
3) If DΛ=SGC(A1)^A2 (or A3)y this isomorphism is given by a left multi-

plication of an element in eje.

Next assume \ejijeji+1\=2 and eJi=A1®A2. If Ax is uniserial and A2

is simple, we have the same property as in Lemma 16 for Ax and A2. Assume
that neither A1 nor A2 is uniserial. Then there exist C{®C2 in Ax and D[@D2

in A2 such that {Cί, Dj} aie not related one another with respect to ~ from
the diagram (1) and (2). Hence either Ax or A2 is uniserial. First we assume
that both Ax and A2 are uniserial, i.e.,

A ψ eji+ι

A •
I i
j Em

A Q «/"

0

We may assume «>»i. Then any one of {Alt O 2 φ £ m A®^«»~i> •"» -^^ is not
related to another one with respect to ~ and hence wi<2, i.e.,

A A f V

A E, ej' i

0

(15)

In this case {Au A2, D2φE2} are not related to one another with respect to ~ .
If/: E2<**DilDi+1, f is extendible to / ' : A2-*A1jDi+ι by Theorem 4. Hence
A2<**Di_1IDi+1. Therefore, if a sub-factor module of A2 is isomorphic to one of
A2, we may assume / : A2IE3tt&DlIDi+1. Put B=A2(f)Di. Then A2~B by
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Lemma 15 and Proposition 10, i.e., xA2czB for a unit x=e+j in eRe: j^eje.
Let A2=a2R and πμ eJι->Aj the projection. Then xa2=(e-\-j)a2=a2r-{-f(a2r)Jr
di+1+e2: rtΞR, ί +i^A+i, e2t=E2 and f(a2r+Ei)=f(a2r)+DM)
Hence

a2r+e2

Since jA2<Z.Dn-Lζ&E2 (note | i4 2 |=2), a2=a2r (mod 2?2) and f(a2r)^Di+1, pro-
vided i + l < n - l . Hence ?>w— 1. Now assume ; = w, and consider {yl̂
Dn®A2y D2®E2, B}. Then Z>MΘΛ~S by Proposition 10. Since | Dn®A2 \ =
\B\9 x(A2(f)Dn)=Dn(BA2. Similarly, we can show that every submodule in
ej* is isomorphic to a standard submodule in ej* via xh We can express the
above situation as the form (14). For instance, assume /: A2jE2^Dn. Then
A2(f)=xA2 as above, (x=k-{-j). Hence for some af

2 in Aι

2̂ = ka2+π2(jaί)

f{(h) = πx{jaί) = jar

2—π2(ja'2)

= j{k-ιa2-k~ι 7r2{ja'2))-π2{ja'2)

On the other hand, for an element e2 in E2

e2 = ez+f(e2) = (k+j) & a

(16)

(17)

Hence a'2'^E2. Since jE2<zDn, ja'2'=0 from (17). E2=a'2'R implies jE2=0.
In (16), π2(ja'2)^E2, and so /(β2)=yΛ"1α2—π2(ja2). Hence

£/<% (mod £i) and / ^ = 0 (18)

Next consider a diagram

C2

Consider {^, Λ , CΊΘ^, C2®E2}. Since i? is US-4, CX®E2~C2®E2, and
hence C10J?2»C2Θ£2. Therefore C^C2. However eji+kjeji+k+ι contains at
most three maximal submodules by Lemma 9 and Proposition 10. If Cι^C2y

we can construct many submodules, which is a contradiction.
Further consider a diagram:
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A1 A2

': 0

\ I

If ί\ΦO and i^ΦO, {A2i Cl9 C2, FX@F2\ gives a contradiction. Hence either
F1 or F 2 is zero. Hence we obtain

f I2

i 0
Γ C
V i

Considering {Glf G2> C2, A2}, we know G 2 =0. Therefore

Cλ C2 (19)

: 0

Dn

0

It is clear from the previous argument that A2 (resp. C2) is not isomorphic to
a sub-factor module of Ax except A2^C2y A2^Dn (resp. C2^Dn). Further
those isomorphisms are given by left multiplications of elements in eje.

Conversely, we assume that the lattice of eR has the structure given in
(11), (15) and (19). If j is in eje, e-\-j gives an isomorphism, and hence every
submodule of ej may be assumed standard except (15). Assume/ \(A2-^)A2\Έ2

~Dn such that (18) holds. Then (e+j')A2dA2(f)+E2=A2(f), since f(E2)=0y

and so (e+j')A2=A2(f).
Summarizing the above we obtain

Theorem 17. Let R be an algebra over a field satisfying Condition II".
Then R is a US-4 algebra with (*, 1) if and only if, for each primitive idempotent
e, eR has one of the following structures:
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eR

I
0

2)

A A A
J±λ J±2 J±z

I I I
A 0 0

eR

ef

0

. for i = l , •••, n; j=2> 3 (D1=A1) and Dn is isomorphic to Aj via f

if and only iff=jt j e ς/?.

• l̂ A2
| 1

A ^2
1 1
i
A.
1
0

eR

ej

ef

CJ\

ef

1) Any g: E2^Dn is extendible to g': A2^Dn^v 2) Every submoduh in
e]{ is isomorphic to a standard submodule in ej1 via Xι\ x is a unit in eRe. In this
case no sub-factor modules of A2 are isomorphic to any one of

4) eR

k
0

A

o
ef

ef"
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A2 (resp. C2) is not isomorphic to any sub-factor module of Ax except C2 and Et

(resp. Et). If they are isomorphic, those isomorphisms are j , , where j , is the left
multiplication of an element j in eje.

We give an example.

R=

/K KKKKKK\
KKKKKK

£ 0 0 0 0
KKKK

0

KK

is of the type 4).

Theorem 18. Let R be as in Theorem 17. Then R is a USA algebra
with (*, 2) if and only if, for each primitive idempotent ey eR has one of the structures
1)~3) replaced e]% with ej in Theorem 17.

Proof. Assume that R is a US-4 algebra with (*, 2). Then (*, 1) is ful-
ίiled. First assume that / 3 = 0 and eR has the structure 4) replaced ej1 with
ej in Theorem 17. Then Cx and C2 are simple. Since Ax\AιJ^pA7\A2J=A2,
we can use the same argument in the first paragraph of [4], p. 87, and obtain
C 2 =0. Similary we can show that eR has one of the structures 1)~3)
replaced ej1 with ej> provided J3=Q. In general case we assume that eR has
one of the structures 2)~4) with i Φ l . Taking R/Ji+1=R, we know that there
exists an ^-hollow module of the following structure:

or

They are also R/J3-hollovί modules. However, there do not exist those hol-
low modules as shown in the beginning. Hence / = 1 (cf. the proof of Lemma
12 in [4]). Conversely assume the above structuie. Making use of Theorem
17, we can compute all types of maximal submodules of direct sum of two hol-
low modules, for example, non trivial maximal submodules of (eRI(Di®A2)Φ
eRI(Dj®A2)) is isomorphic to eR/DjξBAJDi, where the At and Dk are in the
structure 2) and i^j. Hence (*, 2) is fulfiled.
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